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INFORMATION NOTE – MAR. 2011 

This information note presents a review of the IPDA activities and on-going projects for 
everyone interested in these activities.  All readers are encouraged to further circulate this 
note among colleagues. The IPDA WWW page (http://planetarydata.org) offers both a 
public view with the most basic information and officially released documents and a working 
platform for members of an IPDA project. 

 

NEWS FROM STEERING COMMITTEE  

1. IPDA Web & MLs:  Update 
[by: Sean Kelly (sean.kelly_AT_jpl.nasa.gov), Dan Crichton (dan.crichton_AT_jpl.nasa.gov)] 

 Web site: http://planetarydata.org/ 

The IPDA Website continues to be expanded to support the efforts of the IPDA. The 
website provides both secure and public access to the documents and information 
about the IPDA and its projects.  Project descriptions both for this year and 
previous years have been updated.  In addition, the TEG is using the website to 
track artifacts from their teleconferences.  Any requirements are welcomed! 

 MLs:  ipda, ipda-sc, ipda-teg … ‘_AT_googlegroups.com’ 

***Changed!*** The IPDA has migrated its mailing lists over to the use 
Google Groups.   Members should use the new mailing lists when sending out 
email to the IPDA community.  

 

2. The 5th IPDA Steering Committee meeting (July 14-17, 2010) 
[by: Yasumasa Kasaba (kasaba_AT_pat.gp.tohoku.ac.jp), Dan Crichton (dan.crichton_AT_jpl.nasa.gov)] 

 Minutes of the Meeting (MOM) is found at the IPDA site: 
http://planetarydata.org/meetings/5th-ipda-steering-committee-meeting/IPDA_5SC_MOM.pdf/view 

 



ACTIVITY SUMMARY OF THE PROJECTS IN 2009‐2010 

1. IPDA Assessment of PDS4 Data Standards  *** CLOSED! *** 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/previous-projects/2009-2010-projects/pds4-design-assessment 
[Leader: Steve Hughes (NASA/JPL; steve.hughes_AT_jpl.nasa.gov)] 

This project reviewed and commented on the PDS4 data standards with the objective of 
adopting the data standards at the international level.   

<Conclusion> The PDS4 data standards will be useful.  However, more work is required 
to make the data standards more user accessible.  'Identification of the elements 
promoted to the international level’ was premature, because the standards are still under 
development.  It was recommended that a reassessment that includes generating 
example PDS4 data collections be performed after the first release of the PDS4 data 
standards in October 2010. 
 
2. IPDA Archive Guide       *** CLOSED! *** 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/previous-projects/2009-2010-projects/archive-guide 
[Leader: Maria Teresa Capria (IASF/INAF: mariateresa.capria_AT_iasf-roma.inaf.it) 

          Dave Heather (ESA/PSA: dheather_AT_rssd.esa.int)] 

This project established the documentation for archive preparation, i.e., a set of steps 
for building a compatible archive.   

<Conclusion> Documentation has been found greatly improved. Following 
recommendations were assigned: 

 An intermediate document (a compact way basic principles and rules for building 
PDS archives) between the Preparation Guide and the more technical Standard 
Reference would be useful.  

 It should be stressed the importance of timely and advanced preparation of an 
adequate SW pipeline (for the calibration and analysis of the data).  

 Usage examples should be spread everywhere in the documentation.  
 Suggestions and recommendations on how to include in the archives documentation 

on why an observation has been performed should be given.  
 A cost document, giving to the teams a realistic evaluation of what producing a 

good archive implies, should be made available. The whole process should be taken 
into account (from the drafting of the archive to the liens resolution.  

 
3. IPDA Standards Identification     *** Extended! *** 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/previous-projects/2009-2010-projects/standards-identification 
[Leader:  Elizabeth Rye (NASA/PDS: elizabeth.d.rye_AT_jpl.nasa.gov) 
              Gopala Krishna (ISRO: bgk_AT_sac.isro.gov.in)] 

The objective of this project was to identify and plan for the IPDA Standards. 

<Conclusion> The following standards are identified: 
1. List of standards followed by various agencies   [being obtained] 
2. IPDA standard compliance through the requirements 

a. Documentation 
b. Reduction algorithm or software in an archive 
c. Publishing processes  
d. Defining Grammar 



e. Publishing Protocols 
f. Data access and sharing 
g. Publishing processes  
h. Querying PDS 

3. IPDA project submission and monitoring standards including project submission 
and report generation templates 

4. IPDA registry standards 
5. Ancillary data standards 
6. Standards for certification process 
7. Process definition for standards change and acceptance 

 
The policy statement addressed the IPDA Standards Compliance for New Data Providers 

and Archivists, which basically provides a checklist for the new data sets.  It was finalized 
and uploaded to IPDA website.  The details of other standards are still to be worked out 
(to be continued in 2010-2011).  Further these are to be described and documented and 
are to be provided to IPDA community through website, so that they can form as 
reference. 
 

4. Ancillary Data Standards      *** …sleep… *** 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/previous-projects/2009-2010-projects/ancillary-data-standards 
[Leader: Chuck Acton (NASA/JPL: charles.h.acton@jpl.nasa.gov)] 

This project set as its objectives the identification of standards, recommendations and 
best practices for calculating, archiving, accessing and using ancillary data.  

<Conclusion> IPDA recommends the use of SPICE for capturing ancillary data and 
improving interoperability among planetary science archives.  All recognized that the 
SPICE team is doing a good job.  The IPDA role should be to help look for ways to 
internationalize it.  (The project is put into an idle state for a year at which time the question 
of how to internationalize SPICE should be addressed.) 
 
5. IPDA Registries Definition     *** CLOSED! *** 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/previous-projects/2009-2010-projects/registries-definition 
[Leader: Dan Crichton (NASA/JPL; dan.crichton@jpl.nasa.gov)] 

This project defined the requirements and then the associated registries, in order to 
develop IPDA registry architecture and plan towards sharing of data and services. 

<Conclusion> The project identified the needs for definition and use of a set of registries 
within the IPDA, which included ‘the ability to register services’, ‘standard data elements 
for an IPDA data dictionary’, along with the registration of data products for the purpose 
of sharing.  A conceptual architecture and document was produced to identify these needs 
and to ensure that it integrated with IPDA activities.  

NASA PDS is working to develop a registry service for the PDS4.  This is timely since the 
next step of the IPDA is to implement a registry service.  The IPDA and PDS are working 
closely together to ensure alignment and reuse of the PDS implementation.  (To be followed 
in 2010-2011, as a new project on the implementation and the registration of services.) 
 
6. PDAP Specification      *** CLOSED! *** 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/previous-projects/2009-2010-projects/pdap-specification 
[Leader: Jesus Salgado  (ESA/PSA: Jesus.Salgado_AT_sciops.esa.int) 
             Yukio Yamamoto  (JAXA: yukio_AT_planeta.sci.isas.jaxa.jp)] 



This project reformed the working draft for the official technical IPDA specification. 

<Conclusion> There has been good progress in using PDAP for the interoperability 
projects as well as the GIS project.  Through its use, there has been some issues and 
needs identified.  Following recommendations for upgrading: 

1. Define a query language for planetary data 
2. Fly-by and single file access definitions 
3. Register services within IPDA 
4. How to handle proprietary data 

Ver. 1.0 will be issued soon.  Following actions from the PDAP project were also identified: 
1. TEG to decide if version 1.0 should contain pagination of tags 
2. TEG to decide tags and PDAP authors to update document accordingly 
3.  Describe in PDAP how to create new resource classes 
4. SC to decide if IPDA services should be registered in external registries 

 

7. Interoperability Assessment     *** CLOSED! *** 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/previous-projects/2009-2010-projects/venus-express-interoperability 
[Leader: Reta Beebe (New Mexico Status Univ.: rbeebe_AT_nmsu.edu)  
             Dave Heather (ESA/PSA: dheather_AT_rssd.esa.int)] 

This project assessed the existing interoperability projects, especially for accessing the 
Venus Express data as a model for future interoperability projects. 

<Conclusion> The VEX www site [ http://pds-atmospheres.nmsu.edu/ve/ ] provides a 
transparent access to the Venus Express data and as an initial effort to preserve 
provenance while providing easy access is successful.  However, the development of a 
standard IPDA shopping cart for ease in downloading selected files and large volumes and 
identification of a procedure for developing indexes that allowing data searches across 
international data archives are still to be addressed by the IPDA. 
 
8. Geographic Information System (GIS) extension *** Extension! *** 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/previous-projects/2009-2010-projects/pdap-gis-support 
[Leader: Naru Hirata (Univ. Aizu, naru_AT_u-aizu.ac.jp) 
             Trent Hare (USGS: thare_AT_usgs.gov)] 

This project extended PDAP to give capabilities to handle GIS-oriented mapping data, 
derived from original mission data in a standardized and organized way. 

<Conclusion> Many standards on the earth GIS (especially those controlled in the Open 
Geospatial Consortium [OGC]) could be imported to planetary data.  The following 
standards have potential importance in the planetary community: 

  - WMS:  Web Mapping Service for JPG, PNG, TIFF 
  - WFS:  Web Feature Service: Vector data 
  - WCS:  Web Coverage Service 

Several test websites were developed with lunar remote sensing data (LRO, Kaguya and 
historical missions), but are still in the closed-beta status.  The planetary coordinate 
reference systems (CRS) are appeared in the repository, but most of them are not 
implemented to major analysis software.  A novel GIS and image database is proposed for 



irregular shaped bodies (asteroids, comets).  This system uses a polygon shape model as 
a representation of the target body’s surface instead of a 2-D map.  In the next phase, 
substantial feedbacks to IPDA/PDAP for following items are expected: 

 - WMS to be able to make PDAP search queries 
 - Coordinate system and those in IPDA/PDS 
 - Constructing a repository of available planetary mapping services 

 

STATUS OF ONGOING PROJECTS IN 2010‐2011 
(APPROVED DURING  THE  5TH  STEERING  COMMITTEE  MEETING, JULY  2010  @  BREMEN) 

***** Standards: IPDA Definitions & Documents ***** 
1. IPDA Standards Identification  
http://planetarydata.org/projects/active-projects-for-2010-2011/standard-identification 
[Team: Gopala Krishna (ISRO: bgk_AT_sac.isro.gov.in)  with E. Rye, D. Crichton (PDS/JPL), S. 
Hughes, D. Heather (PSA/ESA)] 

[Goal]  This is a continuing project from 2009-2010 (identified a list of applicable 
standards), and will address the development of standard processes for IPDA.  The project 
will focus on two key items.   

(1) Developing a webpage of all IPDA standards.  
(2) developing a set of standard processes for the review and approval of standards 

and other documents for IPDA. 

[Status] List of standards followed by various agencies is being captured. An interim 
report is submitted to steering committee about the progress of the previous year. Further 
discussions on the standards approval of process has taken place during a TEG telecom on 
January 2007. A document describing process for standards approval is to be prepared for 
TEG approval under this project. 

 [Plan]      15-Feb 2011 IPDA website updated with latest list of standards 
1-Apr-2011  Process diagram created for IPDA documents 
1-May-2011    Process for approval of IPDA standards distributed to IPDA SC 
1-Jul-2011     Review and approval of processes by IPDA SC  

 

2. IPDA Registry Implementation  
http://planetarydata.org/projects/active-projects-for-2010-2011/registry-implementation 
[Team: Dan Crichton (NASA/JPL; dan.crichton@jpl.nasa.gov)  with A. Sarkisian, P. Osuna.] 

[Goal]   This project will develop an implementation plan and prototype use of service 
and data registries for the IPDA, based on the definitions done in 2009-2010. 

[STATUS]    The project has distributed a draft specification document for registries 
which is under review by the Technical Experts Group (TEG).  The specification 
describes the method for capturing and registry services and data definitions across 
the IPDA.  In addition, the project is currently developing a prototype service registry 
to initially register IPDA services.  This will be reviewed at the next TEG 
teleconference in April. 



[PLAN]   30-Jan-2011     Service registration page released for IPDA 
31-Mar-2011    Access provided to online data dictionary for PDS4 
31-May-2011    White paper on implementation and next steps 
15-Jul-2011      Report back to IPDA 

 
***** Standards: Standardization of ‘PDS’ based scheme ***** 
3. PDS4 Prototype Project 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/active-projects-for-2010-2011/pds4-prototype-project 
[Team: Steve Hughes (NASA/JPL; steve.hughes_AT_jpl.nasa.gov)  with P. Allan, D. Heather, G. 
Krishna, T. Roatsch, A. Sarkissian, I. Shinohara, T. Stein, M. Teresa, and Z. Ling] 

[Goal]   This project will provide the prototype agency data sets using the PDS4 Data 
Standards.  The goal of the project is to test the capabilities of the PDS4 Data Standards 
for preparing data sets for use in the international planetary science community under the 
auspices of the IPDA.  The deliverables for this project include specific PDS4 XML schemas 
for data products, compliant XML data product labels, and product collections. Any tutorial 
information or tools used or produced during the course of the exercises will also be 
delivered.  

[Status]  An introductory telecon is planned for Mid-March. The PDS4 Prototype 
Project will start soon after the PDS4 team has released the next version of the PDS4 data 
standards documents at the end of March.  
 
***** Interoperability: Definitions ***** 
4. PDAP Query Language  
http://planetarydata.org/projects/active-projects-for-2010-2011/pdap-query-language 
[Team: Steve Hughes (NASA/JPL; steve.hughes_AT_jpl.nasa.gov) with P. Osuna, J. Salgado] 

[Goal]  This project will define a PDAP Query Language that conforms to the PDAP 
protocol, compliant with the PDS4 Data Standards: “How the complexity of planetary 
science product searches can be incorporated into the PDAP protocol?”   

[STATUS]  The PDAP Query Language project will start soon after the PDS4 team has 
released the next version of the PDS4 data standards documents at the end of March. 
PDS4 query models, derived from the PDS4 data standards, will be used as a use case for 
the PDAP query language. 

[PLAN] 17-Feb-2011   Determine the complexity of planetary science product  
searches. 

01-May-2011   Determine mechanism for extending PDAP protocol 
01-Aug-2011   Final reports and tutorial information written and distributed 

 
5. PDAP File Based Extension 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/active-projects-for-2010-2011/pdap-extension 
[Team: Jesus Salgado  (ESA/PSA: Jesus.Salgado_AT_sciops.esa.int) with Y. Yamamoto (JAXA), 
P. Osuna (ESA), N. Chanover (PDS)] 



[Goal]  As part of the standarization of the work done during the successful VEX 
Interoperability model, this project will define a way to extend the PDAP protocol to 
the level of individual files.  

[STATUS] In order to do that, a new class File, linked to product and data set 
already defined in the PDAP core protocol will be added and exact definition of the 
compulsory and optional fields will be described.  This PDAP extension can be used as 
a model of how to extend the basic PDAP core protocol to more specialized uses.   
Implementation of this extension is operational in the following nodes: 

Client: VEX Atmospheres node at PDS      http://pds-atmospheres.nmsu.edu/ve/ 
Server: PSA Archive Interoperability server    http://psa.esac.esa.int:8000/aio/doc/ 

 
6. PDAP Fly-by Products 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/active-projects-for-2010-2011/pdap-fly-by-products 
[Team: Yukio Yamamoto  (JAXA: yukio_AT_planeta.sci.isas.jaxa.jp) with N. Hirata et al.] 

[Goal] This project will define a PDAP Resource Class for `Non-geological 
coordinates'. This project should determine the scope the "Fly-by product" covers and 
defines what kind of query parameters the "Fly-by product" provides. 

[STATUS] It is under discussion that "PDAP Fly-by Products" and "PDAP Extension" 
should be merged since most of tasks these two projects perform are same 
intrinsically. 

[PLAN]   01-Apr-2011   List up core components  
 01-Apr-2011   Fix the I/F to other PDAP resource classes 
01-May-2011  Preliminary design  
01-Jul-2011    Develop a test-system with existing missions 

 
***** Applications & Tools ***** 
7. IPDA Tools Identification 
http://planetarydata.org/projects/active-projects-for-2010-2011/tools-identification 
[Team: Tom Stein (Washington Univ.: tstein_AT_wustl.edu) with D. Heather, S. Martinez, J. 
Luis Vázquez-García (ESA/PSA), N. Thakkar (ISRO), Y. Yamamoto (JAXA), E. Law (NASA/PDS)] 

[Goal]  This project will create a catalog of publicly available tools used by member 
agencies as part of the data archiving process.  The project should identify the tools and 
create a representation of them on the IPDA web site, including description, requirement, 
usage, access, and support information.  Tools should span a range of archive process 
categories, such as planning (costing) and creation (validation, metadata label creation 
and editing). 

[Status] The project team is finalizing the identification template and preparing 
completed templates of tools. Draft tool catalog development will begin in March.  

[Plan]   18 Mar Completed tool templates provided by team members 
22 Apr  Draft of tool catalog available for project team review 
13 May  Draft of tool catalog available for IPDA TEG review 
01 Jun  Additional round of review (if needed) 



01 Jul  Finalization of tool catalog; project completion 
xx Sep  Project report presentation to IPDA Steering Committee  

 

8. Geographic Information System (GIS) project  
http://planetarydata.org/projects/active-projects-for-2010-2011/gis-project 
[Team: Naru Hirata (Univ. Aizu, naru_AT_u-aizu.ac.jp) with T. Hare (USGS), R. Nakamuta 
(AIST), J. Terazono, H. Demura (U. Aizu)] 

[Goal]  This project will give the capabilities to handle GIS-oriented mapping data for 
planetary objects.  The targets include both spherical/ellipsoidal bodies and irregular 
shaped bodies.  Many standards on the earth GIS (especially those controlled in the Open 
Geospatial Consortium: OGC) could be imported to planetary data.  Close corroboration 
with PDAP definition and implementation project is also important. 

[STATUS]   A Planetary Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Interoperability Experiment 
(IE) was held on Feb. 23 and March 1.  Organizations both inside and outside the IPDA 
GIS project collaborated for the experiment. There were more than 30 different map 
servers made available which housed more than 100 data layers.  The goal for the 
experiment included testing current technologies and finding areas where we can improve 
on-line mapping for the community. Initial results will be presented in poster form at the 
upcoming LPSC. 

[PLAN]   01/2011 – 07/2011 
Develop a sample online GIS site on irregular shaped bodies 
and the moon. 
Study on implementation GIS standards to IPDA/PDAP 

03/2011 Face-to-face discussion among members at LPSC 
 

IPDA TECHNICAL EXPERTS GROUP 

The IPDA Technical Experts Group (TEG) is running by representatives from all the 
institutions represented at IPDA, lead by Pedro Osuna (ESA).   

There was the TEG telecon on 31 Jan 2011 with 19 members between ESA(Spain), 
France, Germany, India, Japan, UK, and USA.  Following activities are now covering and 
executing.  Some of them are linked to the support & assesment of running projects.  
Next Telecon in April follows these items. 

 TEG Charter (P. Osuna, D. Crichton) 

 The TEG review the draft TEG Charter document and provide comments. It 
covers the functioning, the voting rights, etc. 

 IPDA TEG Standards Approval Process (G. Krishna, D. Crichton) 

 The document is circulated for the definition of the process for standards 
approval. It will be reviewed at the next TEG telecon.  

 PDAP Standardization and Extensions (J. Salgado, P. Osuna) 



 The PDAP Specification is circulated as part of the approval process. 

 TEG members should send suggestions on the standardization process for 
inclusion in the Standards Project. 

 Recommendations on how to structure and include extensions to PDAP in the 
specification should be sent to the project. 

 PDS4 Prototype (S. Hughes) 

 The TEG begins the orientation with the project team on PDS4 standards. 

 IPDA Registry Specification (D. Crichton) 

 The TEG reviews the registry specification document and provide comments to 
the project. 

 

FUTURE IPDA‐RELATED MEEINGS AND PRESENTATIONS 

 The 6th IPDA Steering Committee meeting (Sep 12-16, 2011) 
at Kyoto.  The meeting will be hosted by JAXA & Tohoku Univ..  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Schedule: 12-13 Sep Splinters   [each projects / TEG] 
    14-15 Sep General meeting  [with dinner] 

Location: Shiran Kaikan, Kyoto Univ. @ Kyoto 

Web:  (not yet established at the IPDA web site) 
  (LOC: to be appeared at:  http://ipda-kyoto.jimdo.com/) 

LOC:  Yasumasa Kasaba (Tohoku Univ.: kasaba_AT_pat.gp.tohoku.ac.jp) 
  Yukio Yamamoto   (JAXA: yukio_AT_planeta.sci.isas.jaxa.jp) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
<Logistics: brief summary> 
 Meeting location 

<Shiran-Kaikan> 
http://maps.google.com/maps/place?cid=2107180424666750164&q=Shiran
+Kaikan&hl=en&dtab=0&sll=40.380028,162.949219&sspn=34.517414,73.5
64453&ie=UTF8&ll=35.046371,135.742607&spn=0,0&z=14 
 
<Campus map of Kyoto Univ.> [Shiran-kaikan ---- north end of this map] 
http://www.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en/access/campus/medicine.htm 
 

 Transportation 
(1)Kansai (Osaka) airport  

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=d&source=s_d&saddr=Narita+Airport&dad
dr=Kyoto+University&geocode=FXDcIQIdlCdeCClzdMU3dvMiYDHG9iJV7mkN
cA%3BFSJ1FgId59kXCCl1S9b7VwgBYDHBVqUjXSJssA&hl=en&mra=ls&ttype



=dep&date=01%2F28%2F11&time=8:00am&noexp=0&noal=0&sort=time&
sll=35.245619,138.087158&sspn=4.700865,9.195557&ie=UTF8&ll=35.245
619,138.087158&spn=4.700865,9.195557&z=7&start=0 

 
(2)Narita (Tokyo) airport 

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=d&source=s_d&saddr=Narita+Airport&dad
dr=Kyoto+University&geocode=FXDcIQIdlCdeCClzdMU3dvMiYDHG9iJV7mkN
cA%3BFSJ1FgId59kXCCl1S9b7VwgBYDHBVqUjXSJssA&hl=en&mra=ls&ttype
=dep&date=01%2F28%2F11&time=8:00am&noexp=0&noal=0&sort=time&
sll=35.245619,138.087158&sspn=4.700865,9.195557&ie=UTF8&ll=35.245
619,138.087158&spn=4.700865,9.195557&z=7&start=0 

 
<access: from Osaka / Kansai airport> 

 http://www.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en/access/getting/getting_1.htm 
 
 Hotels 

There are many hotels in Kyoto city.  Kyoto Univ. is in the north-east area, 
close to the north-end of Keihan-Line, ‘Demachi-Yanagi station’.  [Just close 
to YK’s apartment when a graduate school student] 
For the access to Kyoto Univ., following areas are recommended. 

(1)Kyoto station area  
not interesting place, far from the Univ., 
but easy access from/to the airport 

(2)Around Shijo / Sanjo / Maruta-machi / Imadegawa area 
[along Subway / Keihan line] 

 
They can be searched, for an example, at http://travel.rakuten.co.jp/en/. 
At the moment, September seems too far, so we do not find so many rooms 
in the web.  (In usual cases, more than 40 hotels are hit.) 
In the current list, following can be recommended: 

- Palace Side Hotel (1.4km away, by walk), or 
- Gion Maifukan(2km away, by Bus or Train) 

 
       The LOC will make a list of the recommended hotels. 

If ‘immediate recommendations’ or ‘reservation assist’ is 
needed, please let us know. 

 

FROM EDITORIAL OFFICE 

Please forward this information note to your colleagues.  In case of further questions, 
please email to: 
   -  Chair:       Yasumasa Kasaba  (E-mail: kasaba_AT_pat.gp.tohoku.ac.jp) 
   -  Deputy-Chair: Dan Crichton (E-mail: daniel.j.crichton_AT_jpl.nasa.gov) 


